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TECHNICAL DATA SECTION 10.12

ZNSE SCANNING LENSES
48TSL Series
Description

The 48TSL scanning lenses are specially designed and
optimised for use in CO2 laser 2-axis galvo-scanner
systems with full beam diameters up to 15mm. These
single-element lenses are designed to give the best
achievable compromise for on-axis and off-axis
aberrations over the scanned field and for the mirror
arrangements typical of the beam size. The lenses are
polished with 1 /40th wave spherical accuracy and surface
roughness is better than 2nm RMS. They provide the
smallest possible spot diameter for a single element, see
table 10.123
For scanning lenses of other diameters, focal lengths etc,
please get in contact by phone or email, giving details of
your laser beam, scan head and field size.

Technical Specifications
Material:

Lasergrade ZnSe

Lens type:

Meniscus

Diameter:

48.0mm +0/-0.1mm

Edge Thickness:

3.0mm ± 0.1mm

Focal Length:

Within 1%

Beam Diameter:

<15mm (12mm 1/e2)

Absorption:

~0.12%

CW LIDT:

3000W/mm

Coating:

AR/AR 10.6µm or 9.3/9.6µm

Reflectance:

R < 0.2%

Fig 10.121

The graph of spot size against 48TSL focal length, showing
the maximum and minimum values over the field. This
graph allows you to compare with the diffraction limit and
decide whether it is worth upgrading to a multi-element
scanning lens for better performance at the shorter focal
lengths.

Fig 10.122

The mirror locations are the same for every TSL lens, so any lens can replace any other in the cell and be correctly
positioned. The field sizes given assume an optical field angle of ± 20deg.
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Fig 10.125
Back Reflections

All lenses come with anti-reflection coating which reduces
their reflectance to less than 0.2%. In some very sensitive
systems its useful to know the focal length of said 0.2% of
reflections to protect mirrors and any previous optics.
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